RANK 1 - INVADER

INVADER - RANK 1

OR LOWER RANK

RANK 2 - DEATH RAY

DEATH RAY - RANK 2

OR LOWER RANK

RANK 3 - LANDER

LANDER - RANK 3

OR LOWER RANK

RANK 4 - SAUCER

SAUCER - RANK 4

OR LOWER RANK

RANK 5 - OVERLORD

OVERLORD - RANK 5

OVERLORD CAN MOVE ANY 1 OR 2 UNITS INTO THE APPROPRIATE RALLY ZONES

RANK 6 - MOTHERSHIP

MOTHERSHIP - RANK 6

MOTHERSHIPS CAN DESTROY ANY 2 UNITS

MOVE ANY 1 OR 2 UNITS INTO THE APPROPRIATE RALLY ZONES

DESTROY ANY 2 UNITS